In the present study we investigated how different processing stages involved in the perceptual analysis of biological motion (BM) are reflected by modulations in event-related potentials (ERP) in order to elucidate the time course and location of neural processing of BM. 
INTRODUCTION
The human visual system is very sensitive to the detection of animate motion patterns. We can efficiently detect another living being in a visual scene, recognize human action patterns and attribute many features of psychological, biological and social relevance to other persons.
An experimental approach for studying information from biological motion (BM) with reduced interference from non dynamic cues is to represent the main joints of a person's body by bright dots against a dark background [32] . From such point-light displays, observers can easily recognize a human walker, determine his/her gender [5, 16, 33, 34, 58] , recognize various action patterns [18] , identify individual persons [17] and even recognize themselves [6] . The evolutionary One approach to study the neuronal dynamics of perception of action is to measure activity when presenting stimuli consisting of body movements in full view in which the display initially stands still and movement onset occurs with a delay. Neural responses to onset of movements of the mouth and the eyes [47] were observed within 200 ms after motion onset as measured by ERPs. Facial movements occurring on a continuously present face elicited different N170 amplitudes for mouth opening vs. closing and for eye aversion vs. eyes gazing at the observer. Similar results were found for the observation of whole body actions of others [64] . ERPs elicited in response to movement onset in movie sequences of body stepping, hand closing and opening, and mouth opening and closing were selective for specific hand and body motions.
Findings from ERP and functional imaging studies in humans are complemented by electrophysiological studies in monkeys. Single cell recordings in the macaque superior temporal polysensory area (STP) yielded neurons which responded selectively to the sight of whole body movements as well as to point-light displays of BM [38] .
Many STS cells integrate information about the form and motion of animate objects [39] .
Further support for the notion that also the temporal lobe integrates facial form and motion in humans stems from an fMRI and ERP study of visual processing of natural and line-drawings displays of moving faces [48] . The STS and the fusiform gyrus responded selectively to both types of face stimuli, and they evoked larger ERPs compared to control stimuli at around 200 ms post motion onset. Puce and Perrett [46] recently concluded that specialized visual mechanism exist in the STS complex of both humans and non-human primates which produces selective neural responses to moving natural images of faces and bodies. These mechanisms are also involved in the processing of point-light displays of BM.
Whereas substantial knowledge is available about the neural structures underlying BM perception, many issues concerning the processing stages and their temporal characteristics in humans are as yet unclear. Hirai et al. [29] tried to clarify the neural dynamics in BM perception by comparing ERPs elicited by point-light displays of BM and scrambled motion. They report that both types of stimuli elicited peaks at around 200 and 240 ms which were larger in the BM condition than in the scrambled motion condition.
The aim of the present study was to further elucidate the nature, time course and location of neural processing involved in the perception of BM by using event-related potentials and, in addition, low resolution brain electromagnetic tomography (LORETA). Pointlight displays of whole body motion in upright and inverted orientation served as stimuli in order to focus on the dynamic aspects of body motion and to reduce form cues from body shape.
In contrast to some previous ERP-studies [47, 64] and in accordance to the approach of Hirai et al. [29] , in the current study form information has to be derived from the information of the motion trajectories. Furthermore, the comparison of upright and inverted biological motion aims to provide deeper insight into distinct processing stages associated with BM since inverted displays convey the same structural information as upright BM but the detection of an actor is substantially impaired as shown in several psychophysical experiments [43, 53, 59] . Control stimuli were displays of scrambled motion in which dots have the same motion vector as in the BM condition but with their initial position being randomized. We predicted an inversion effect for biological motion in the time window up to 200 ms after stimulus onset as usually found for faces or other stimulus categories for which the observer is an expert. Moreover we expected an ERP source specific to upright BM in the STS-complex, concerned with the fine analysis of motion patterns which provide biologically relevant information and contribute to social perception.
METHODS

Participants
15 healthy volunteers (eight females, seven males; ages 20 to 35 years) participated in this study, which was undertaken with the understanding and written consent of each participant. The procedure was approved by the Ethics Committee of the RuhrUniversity Bochum. All participants had normal or corrected-tonormal vision.
Stimuli
The visual stimuli used in this study were obtained from 20 men and 20 women walking on a treadmill, which served as models to acquire BM data. Data were recorded in 3D space using a motion capture system (Vicon; Oxford Metrics, Oxford, UK). A framework which allows using linear methods to transform BM data [58] was applied.
As result of this procedure, an "average walker" was computed from our data set and animated as a point-light display. The dots representing the major joints of the body were located at the ankles, the knees, the hips, the wrists, the elbows, the shoulders, the center of the pelvis, on the sternum, and in the center of the head.
The point-light displays were presented in frontal view on a black screen either in upright orientation, inverted orientation (180 degrees rotated in fronto-parallel plane) or as scrambled motion. Figure 1 illustrates the three categories of visual stimuli. In the latter condition, the moving dots had the same local motion trajectories as in the upright BM displays, but their initial starting position was randomized destroying the spatial relation among the dots. The area in which the scrambling occurred was matched with respect to size to the other stimulus conditions.
Experimental setup
Participants were seated in a dimly lit sound attenuated cabin, with Epochs were baseline-corrected using the signal during the 200 ms that preceded the onset of the stimulus and averaged according to the three experimental conditions. Thereafter grand averaged ERP were calculated. Since the error rate was generally very low (less than 5%), all trials were included in the analysis.
Data Analysis
Behavioral performance was analyzed by conducting a repeated previous functional imaging studies [11, 24-27, 51, 62] . GreenhouseGeisser adjustments to the degrees of freedom were performed when appropriate.
LORETA-Analysis
LORETA [40, 41] 
RESULTS
Behavioral performance
Behavioral performance of correct identification of all three stimulus categories exceeded 95% across all conditions. RTs in the upright BM condition were significantly shorter than in the other conditions (F(2;20) = 27.66; p < .001). RTs in the inverted BM condition and in the scrambled motion condition did not differ significantly from each other as tested post hoc with Bonferroni adjusted measures ( Figure   2 ). RT analysis is based on 11 out of 15 subjects, because of missing data in four subjects. Figure 3A shows grand averaged ERPs in response to the three experimental conditions. In the latency window up to 400 ms after stimulus onset, two distinct components emerged in all experimental conditions. The first negative component peaks on average at a latency of 183 ms. In accordance with previous studies [46] [47] [48] 64] , this component was termed N170.
ERP effects
The later negative component is located in the time window between 230 and 360 ms after stimulus onset. We refer to this second negative component as N300. Figure 3B shows the difference waveforms of BM minus scrambled motion as well as inverted BM minus scrambled motion to illustrate the differential amplitudes of BM and inverted BM compared to scrambled motion. These difference waveforms reach their largest amplitudes earlier than the N170 peak and the N300 peak respectively. Analysis of peak latencies for the N170 component (Table 1) did not yield significant differences between the three conditions (F(2;28) =0.32; p = 0.969).
N170 amplitude and latency
N300 amplitude and latency
The later negative component (N300) was quantified as mean In addition to amplitude differences, significant differences in the latencies (Table 1) 
Source analysis
Source analysis was performed for two reasons: To consider the data from all electrodes during the two time windows of interest and to get an approximation of the ERP component sources. Results of the LORETA analysis are listed in Table 2 . It has to be pointed out that the spatial resolution of this analysis is not as high as resolution from fMRI experiments. Source analysis was performed separately for the N170 and N300 component. Processing speed cannot be improved by extensive training [22] , and seems to be limited by the underlying neural mechanism. The present study is concerned with motion rather than with static stimuli representing animate vs. inanimate stimuli. Given a monitor frame rate of 60 Hz, the visual system needs at least 2/60 ~ 30 ms to integrate two frames, which is a prerequisite for generation of a coherent percept in stimuli of BM. Because of the short latencies obtained in the present study, it seems likely that the processing of BM must be based on highly automated feed-forward mechanisms.
Nevertheless, we cannot rule out completely that static cues have suggested that the cingulate region may establish a neural interface between attention and motivation [52] . In addition, activity in the posterior cingulate cortex was correlated with the speed of detecting a visual target when it was preceded by a predictive cue [36] . We assume that the posterior cingulate cortex might reflect high-level spread attention subserving neural processing leading to the global percept. The finding of sources generating the contrast between BM and the other conditions in attention-related areas also fits well with recent behavioral data suggesting that attention is required for the visual analysis of point-light displays [14, 56] . Cavanagh et al. [14] showed that discrimination of specific features of point-light displays of BM seems to be a serial process since reaction times increased with the number of items. The reaction time increase was attributed to increasing attentional demands of the task. Results in a dual task paradigm to explore the role of attention in the processing of BM [56] suggested that, in some cases, perception of BM can be automatic.
But if strategies operating in a global, top-down fashion are required, attentional demands play a vital role.
The N300 component might reflect processes associated with "vision with scrutiny" according to the reverse hierarchical theory [30] and is responsible for the fine analysis of BM patterns which is necessary to retrieve visual information of social and psychological relevance. This view is in agreement with source localization relating to the contrast between BM and scrambled motion in the second component. These sources are located in the right superior temporal gyrus and the right fusiform gyrus. For the contrast between inverted BM and scrambled motion, there was only one source located in the superior temporal gyrus. In several brain imaging studies, the STS complex as well as the fusiform face area were shown to be involved in perception of BM. [11, 24-27, 51, 62] . The present results from
ERPs and source analysis are in accordance with the findings from these brain imaging studies.
In addition to STG and FFG, we also found sources within the anterior cingulate cortex and the orbital prefrontal cortex for the second component. Several studies have shown that the anterior cingulate cortex is involved in response selection [12] , monitoring of performance and conflict evaluation [13] and regulation of attention [45] . The anterior cingulate cortex source may be thus more related to cognitive processes associated with the task requirements (to make a decision between two response alternatives) than to perceptual analysis of various stimulus classes. A number of studies [1] provided evidence that the orbitofrontal cortex plays a crucial role in social cognition and has strong interconnections to the STScomplex as well as to the fusiform gyrus which are engaged in social perception. In the present study, sources in the orbitofrontal cortex might also be related to these neural mechanisms.
The ERP correlate of the inversion effect in BM perception are opposite to inversion effects obtained in face recognition paradigms, in which inverted faces elicit a higher negativity in the N170 component than upright faces [49] . When comparing upright faces with control stimuli (consisting of houses etc.), faces elicit a more pronounced N170 effect [20, 21] . In the present procedure, we used scrambled motion as control stimuli. There were no differences in the early component between scrambled and inverted BM, indicating that these two stimulus types are processed similarly during initial processing stages. In addition, the mean peak latency of the first component was 180 ms. This latency is longer than the peak latencies usually reported for face perception [8] . This difference may be a consequence of an extended integration time for the detection of form conveyed by motion which is not required for static image perception.
The finding of hemispheric asymmetries in STG and FFG in later processing of BM representing human gait patterns is also consistent with evidence from fMRI studies [24, 25] , which reported pronounced activity in the right hemisphere associated with the perception of BM. This finding may be related to information useful for the recognition of individual human features. These displays contain such sources of information and provide important cues for social interaction.
Our results are in accordance with the ERP-findings from Hirai et al. [29] who reported peaks at around 200 and 240 ms after stimulus onset which were larger in response to BM than to scrambled motion. In contrast to our study, they used only two experimental conditions (BM vs. scrambled motion) and did not include source analysis. Their displays were presented in profile view and were generated by a computer algorithm. There are, however, differences concerning the latency of the first component which was on average shorter in our paradigm than in the study by Hirai et al. [29] . Our study extends this work by demonstrating inversion effects in early visual processing reflecting an pop-out effect with upright walkers, but not in later processing stages associated with the fine analysis of BM. In addition, our findings offer some evidence for the brain areas associated with the two components.
A recently published paper [42] analyzed gamma MEG activity in response to BM generated from a computer algorithm. Recognizable 
